IT from the field
to the boardroom
The Conductor Tool is the IT solution for your company when it comes to planning,
executing, capturing, and following up on work carried out in the field.
The greatest challenge that many companies face

loss of efficiency, and affects customer satisfaction

today is to transform their field work into a digital

negatively. Can your steering group account for why

way of working. How do we bring IT to the field? Or

15 installations couldn’t be carried out last week,

rather: how do we capture what’s happening in the

or explain what measures are planned to remedy

field digitally in a smart way? Fresh figures show

the situation if the customer asks? Does your field

that 77% of all companies use Excel or local solutions

services staff have updated information on the work

which are not scalable. This leads to lack of control,

already carried out available to them?

Cloud IT for your business

Full control over complex workflows

The Conductor Tool is a cloud based IT solution that

Project managers can follow their projects live

is customized to your operation, processes, and scale

and distribute tasks to those taking part in the

depending on your workload over time. Employees,

process automatically, at any time. Everyone

customers and subcontractors collaborate in one

involved (having sufficient privileges) can follow

place – from the tasks performed in the field to

a project, get status and progress reports, see

decisions made in the boardroom. Always with full

KPIs, or generate forecasts based on upcoming

control over who does what, how, where, when and

commitments.

for whom.

We’re convinced that The Conductor Tool will

You will probably agree to that there are substantial

simplify the work at hand for anyone involved.

amounts of time and money to be saved chiefly
through having the ability to plan, correctly
sequence, and distribute tasks to employees and
contractors working in the field. Imagine if the
field staff had instant access to updated customer
details, work plans, maps, and images –
everything needed for their work, in one place.
The Conductor Tool provides your field
resources with predefined digital checklists
directly in their smartphones or tablets. On
top, the customers are able to review and
digitally sign off on the agreed, planned,
and performed work. Need to support this
information with photos or drawings? Just
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upload, edit and attach them. The complete
details can immediately be provided to the
customer as a PDF.
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